Enterprise Data & Graphics Engine
EDGE 360 is an immersive plant data and graphics solution offering a fresh, unique approach to
equipment and asset information management. More than a next generation visualization tool,
EDGE 360 offers the features and functionality of a document manager, computer-based training
(CBT) system, design review tool, CAD drawing viewer, computerized maintenance management
system (CMMS), job data book, asset management software, and more—all in single, secure
solution delivered over the web.
Whether you need to visualize fluid flow through a plant, highlight items requiring maintenance,
read live operating data from the field, or simply mark up a document and submit it for revision,
EDGE 360 has your equipment and asset information management needs covered.

EDGE 360 CHANGES YOUR POINT OF VIEW

EDGE 360 offers an unprecedented level of visibility into, and interaction with,
your asset’s most valuable information—all in a user-friendly dashboard view.

Key features include:
• Smart 3D model viewing with live links to P&IDs
• Intelligent P&IDs with dynamic report engine
• Smart 2D drawings with live links to P&IDs and 3D models

• Access to attached documents from all drawing formats
• Powerful search features with zoom-to-object capabilities
• Embedded Management of Change (MOC) dashboard

Smart 3D Models

EDGE 360 allows you to view, explore, and interrogate 3D models like never before, offering
complete, detailed information about every object. Select any component of a 3D model to
view tags, descriptions, materials, size, specs, part numbers, weight, line numbers,
attached documents and so much more.
Search and zoom to objects quickly and easily, then view them in cross-section, hide, or
transparency mode; or toggle to a P&ID or 2D view without changing programs.
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• Markup capabilities and revision history tracking
• Operational/safety training and visualization

Intelligent Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams

P&ID’s are the cornerstone of asset information management. In the EDGE 360
environment, you can generate line, equipment, valve, and instrument lists based on
live reports from the project database. The information retrieved can then be filtered
and sorted in a number of ways. For deeper insight, users can zoom directly to the
pages where items are displayed, or view and attach additional information such as
datasheets and operations/maintenance manuals. Additionally, every item on the P&ID is
quick-linked to a 3D or 2D drawing environment.

Linked 2D Drawings
EDGE 360 brings added dimension to 2D drawings by incorporating new levels of interactivity. With EDGE 360, callout text and tags on 2D drawings are linked to parent object information—a level of functionality normally reserved for 3D models and P&ID views.
Selecting a line number tag also provides quick access to that process line’s properties,
along with links to isometric drawings and other related documents associated with that
line. Selecting any valve, instrument, equipment, or specialty item tag offers similar insight
into properties, attachments, and documentation. Once an item is selected, you can zoom to
3D models or P&IDs with a single click.

SafeSIM

SafeSIM is an EDGE 360 feature that leverages video game technology, allowing users to
explore and interact with 3D models in a virtual setting. With SafeSIM, you get all of the tools
you’d expect in a design review platform—virtual walkthroughs, gravity, collision control,
transparency, etc. But SafeSIM and EDGE 360 take you deeper than ever, offering visualization of valve positions, fluid flow, pressure, and temperature, along with a strong operational
training component.
Through SafeSIM, valve positions can be modified (opened and closed) to evaluate a
system’s response to fluid propagation. Operational steps can even be recorded so that
other users may walk through the steps necessary to execute captured procedures safely
and effectively. Once a procedure is recorded, users may access the information in Teach,
Train, or Test Mode to ensure a complete understanding of the process. In Teach Mode,
users are visually guided through every step of a procedure. In Train Mode, users execute
simulated procedures and receive real-time corrective actions. In Test Mode, users attempt to
execute procedures virtually within a preselected time limit and the results are logged
to a database.

TRAX

Trax is a Management of Change (MOC) and maintenance solution embedded within the EDGE 360 framework, enabling technical queries, mark ups, maintenance tasks, component failures,
and more to be entered and tracked in the system. EDGE 360’s Trax module comes complete with resource assignment, scheduling, notification, completion status, and reporting functions.
And since Trax is embedded and integrated into EDGE 360, all items in Trax can be associated with the appropriate parent entities. For example, when a technical query of a specific control
valve is associated with its parent object (whether that object is viewed in a 3D, 2D, or P&ID view), outstanding Trax issues are highlighted to encouraged a timely MOC resolution. Furthermore,
all Trax items and their histories are retained in a database for audit and compliance purposes.
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